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The world’s first
friction adjustable fall
reduction system

DANGER!

BelaySAFE needs to be
callibrated before first use.
Failure to comply with the
safety rules and operating
instructions in this manual
may result in serious
injury or death.

IMPORTANT!
Read, understand and adhere to the safety rules and operating instructions in this manual before
putting BelaySAFE into operation. Only trained and authorized personnel shall be permitted to install,
calibrate, inspect, maintain and operate BelaySAFE. Operators of BelaySAFE are responsible for the
safety and supervision of climbers using the device. These instructions must be provided to operators
before use of BelaySAFE and retained for reference by operators. Owners and operators must have
read, understood (or been informed of), and heeded all instructions, labels, markings, and warnings
supplied with BelaySAFE, and along with any associated products intended for use with BelaySAFE.
If you have any queries, please contact support@belaysafe.com.

External Guidelines

Facilities using BelaySAFE should refer to, and abide by, the Climbing Wall Association (CWA) and all equivalent national bodies that provide
guidelines for the indoor climbing industry. These include, but are not limited to, guidelines on age restriction, waiver forms, belay checks, operating
procedures for climbing facilities, and the EN 12572 safety standards for load distribution and anchor point placement for artificial climbing walls.
The instructions contained herein supersede all others of prior date or those of external sources that are contrary thereto.

“BelaySAFE is thoughtfully designed to minimize
the risk of human error in belaying. Once anchored
and calibrated, BelaySAFE makes it easy for
anyone to start belaying safely and confidently.
There is no need to handle the device or spend
hours to master belaying techniques. For
first-timers, a 10-minute introduction to
BelaySAFE would be beneficial.”
Halil Ngah

Inventor, and Founder of Climb Asia
CE and UIAA
certified
PCT patented in
152 countries
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Published: June 2018
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1.0 Training and Supervision
1.1

Training
It is the responsibility of the party that purchased BelaySAFE to
ensure that operators read and understand the safety rules and
operating instructions in this manual, and are adequately trained in:
i. How to properly inspect, transport, store and maintain
BelaySAFE;
ii. How to properly install, calibrate and use BelaySAFE;
iii. Proper attachment locations and methods, including
compatibility of connections to prevent accidental
disengagement;
iv. The consequences of improper use of BelaySAFE and any
associated equipment, and of failure to follow proper
instructions and training;
v. How to instruct on the proper use of BelaySAFE;
vi. How to supervise users of BelaySAFE.

1.2

Supervision
It is the responsibility of operators of BelaySAFE to ensure that all
users (climbers and belayers):

2.2

2.1.2 Security Bolts and Nuts
Any anomaly encountered during purchase, transport or storage
serves as evidence that the BelaySAFE unit may have been
tampered with by other than an authorized factory representative.
NEVER open the housing or attempt a field repair. There are no user
serviceable parts inside.
2.1.3 Fixed Main and Secondary Bearings
Both bearings act in tandem to provide a large braking area
to reduce heat build-up and shear forces on the rope, thereby
maximizing the rope’s lifespan.
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8.1 User Safety Operational
		
Checks
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Labels and Markings

3.0 Installation of BelaySAFE
3.1

Prior Considerations
BelaySAFE is recommended for installation and use in indoor
environments only.
Avoid exposure to moisture. Moisture, if allowed to remain in
contact with BelaySAFE’s internal mechanism, will reduce the
effectiveness of its braking system and shorten its useful life. If
BelaySAFE is used in an outdoor environment, the entire device
(and the rope used) must be completely dry at the point of usage.
Moisture within the rope or pulleys will result in unpredictable
friction levels and dangerous belaying conditions.

iv. Have been instructed on what to do in the event that an
improper operation of BelaySAFE is observed while climbing.

2.1.1 Installation Point
This is a connection point for anchoring BelaySAFE to the climbing
structure. Always secure the anchoring elements through the
installation point. See Section 3.0 for installation instructions.

5

2.2.2 Service Date Label
This label is intended for use and completion solely by the
manufacturer. It provides information vital to the manufacturer’s
inspection and factory service procedures.

iii. Have been instructed on the proper techniques for ascending
and descending using BelaySAFE;

Safety Considerations

Using BelaySAFE
7.1 Active Mode
7.2 Passive Mode

2.2.1 Face Label
This label contains brief markings as a visual aid for inspection,
installation and calibration. Reading this label does not amount
to a substitute for reading and understanding the safety rules and
operating instructions in this manual.

ii. Have properly attached the rope to their climbing harness;

2.0 Parts of BelaySAFE

7.0

2.1.4 Recommended Rope Type
BelaySAFE should be used with 10 to 11mm dynamic UIAA-rated
single rope, which is to be provided by the user or facility owner.
Ropes thinner than 10mm or thicker than 11mm may work but
will lead to unpredictable friction levels and dangerous belaying
conditions.

i. Are properly fit and secured in a climbing harness;

2.1

4

3.2

Use of Approved Anchorage Hardware
Each BelaySAFE unit must be linked to an anchorage to prevent
accidental disengagement or rollout. There are many elements
of installation hardware that are suitable for installation. The
following information describes a few that are for general use and
readily available. Most installations can be accomplished using
these hardware elements individually or combined as described.
All installation methods and hardware must meet the
minimum requirements set forth by these instructions. Never
use installation methods and hardware other than those
recommended, unless such installation methods or hardware are
approved by a qualified engineer. All installation hardware and
mounting locations on a climbing structure must meet a minimum
strength requirement of 20kN as stipulated in the EN 12572
standards for artificial climbing structures (ACS).

BELAYSAFE
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Mounting BelaySAFE
The recommended way to install BelaySAFE is at an anchor point
with sufficient clearance space for the device to rotate a few
centimeters back and forth and side to side. Ensure these safety
precautions are adhered to during the installation of BelaySAFE:

Chain Anchor Point
The chain anchor point should be designed as per
EN 15272 requirements. BelaySAFE should be attached
via a specifically rated chain, wire rope, or sling/tubular
tape. Please refer to EN 15272 requirements
for more details.

A R TI F I C I A L
C L I MBI N G
WA L L

Angle Bracket
30mm x 30mm x 2T
Angle bracket to hold
BelaySAFE in place.

i. Install BelaySAFE over the intended climbing lane with its
housing oriented perpendicularly to the climbing wall surface;
ii. Install BelaySAFE such that both the climber’s and belayer’s
ends of the rope can hang unobstructed by the climbing wall
surface or climbing holds;

Hanger and Quick Link
as Secondary Anchor
Attached
to Climber

Belayer

iii. Check the path of the rope after installation to ensure that
it does not pass over sharp edges, drag along the wall or slide
through handholds during the climber’s descent;

Primary Structural
Anchor Point
Installed as per EN 12572

iv. Consider all possible paths of the climber’s movement and all
factors that could affect the climber’s safety when climbing
and descending.

Angle Brackets

Proper overhead installation will provide stable support for the
operation of BelaySAFE. It will also prevent a climber from climbing
above BelaySAFE, minimize swing hazards, and prevent excessive
wear on the rope. If installed on a portable climbing wall, secure
BelaySAFE where it is easily accessed for inspection and removal
prior to transport.

300mm
-500mm

There are three possible methods to mount BelaySAFE on the
climbing wall – through a dedicated anchor point, through
a dedicated belay bar, or directly on the wall itself. It is not
recommended to mount BelaySAFE on a roof climb (horizontal
climbing surface) or any steep overhanging climbing wall of
more than 45º off the vertical.
3.3.1 Dedicated Anchor Point
A dedicated anchor point, installed between 100 to 200mm away
from the wall surface, is ideal. See figure 3.3.1.

Secondary Structural
Anchor Point
Installed as per EN 12572

Fig 3.3.3 Mounting BelaySAFE at an existing chain anchor point

3.4

Hanger and Quick Link
as Secondary Anchor
Attached
to Climber

The anchor point should be 100 to 200mm
away from the wall surface and designed as
per EN 15272 requirements. BelaySAFE
should be attached via a certified and rated
quick link (maillon rapide). Please
refer to EN 15272 requirements
for more details.

To prevent accidental disengagement or rollout, verify that
intermediate anchorage connectors (carabiner or shackle) are
compatible before use. Proper selection and installation must be
performed under the supervision of qualified persons.

Belayer

Never perform installation to an eyebolt that is mounted
horizontally. An eyebolt without a nut is not recommended for use
because it can work itself loose over time. Verify that the nut is
properly torqued against the washer and will not loosen over time,
and that the structure to which the eyebolt is mounted is capable of
supporting 20kN in the direction of anticipated loading.

Fig 3.3.1 Mounting BelaySAFE at a dedicated anchor point

3.3.2 Dedicated Belay Bar
A dedicated belay bar, installed between 100 to 200mm away from
the wall surface, is ideal. See figure 3.3.2.

3.5

The belay bar should be 100 to 200mm
away from the wall surface and designed
as per EN 15272 requirements. BelaySAFE
should be attached via a specifically rated
chain, wire rope, or sling/tubular
tape. Please refer to EN 15272
requirements for more details.

Hanger and Quick Link
as Secondary Anchor
Attached
to Climber

Belayer

Fig 3.3.2 Mounting BelaySAFE at a dedicated belay bar

3.3.3 Existing Chain Anchor Point
Alternatively, BelaySAFE can be rigidly mounted on the climbing
wall. See figure 3.3.3. This may, however, result in an accelerated
wear of the rope due to it rubbing against the sides of the device as
the climber ascends.

Custom Installation
It is possible to design and fabricate a custom means of installation.
The installation must meet the minimum anchorage strength
requirements of 20kN in the direction of anticipated loading, as per
EN 12572 standards for ACS. When designing a custom installation,
consider and eliminate any potential obstructions, which could
compromise proper function and result in rope abrasion. It is not
recommended that the rope pass over a pulley or sheave, so that
the BelaySAFE housing can remain vertically oriented. All custom
installations must be designed or approved by a qualified engineer.
Mount BelaySAFE in a manner such that it will not work itself loose.
Always anchor BelaySAFE through the installation point.

Dedicated Belay Bar
ARTIFICIAL
CLIMBING
WAL L

Use of Eyebolts
Any eyebolt used must be of weldless forged alloy steel
construction with a shoulder pattern, threaded shank, washer and
nut. The length of shank and diameter of the threaded cross section
shall be appropriate for the specific installation. The breaking
strength must be a minimum of 20kN for any loading direction
anticipated by the system.

Dedicated Anchor Point
ARTIFICIAL
CLIMBING
WAL L

Mounted to climbing
panels only
(non-structural)

3.6

Accidental Droppage
Take precautions to avoid dropping BelaySAFE upon its detachment
from the climbing wall. The impact from the drop may damage
its mechanism or housing. While this damage may not be evident
upon inspection of BelaySAFE’s external housing, interference
may already have occurred to the moving components within. If
you suspect that a BelaySAFE unit has been dropped resulting in
damage to its pulleys, withdraw this unit from use with immediate
effect and return it to the manufacturer for inspection.

BELAYSAFE
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4.0 Usage Limitations
4.1

User Limitations
BelaySAFE is designed for use by one climber at a time, whose
weight range shall be 16 to 140kg.
Persons with muscular, skeletal, or other physical disorders should
consult a physician before using BelaySAFE. Consult a physician
should there be any questions about the physical ability to safely
use and climb with BelaySAFE.

4.2

Environmental Limitations
Do not expose BelaySAFE to environments with a prolonged
temperature greater than 185°F. Do not expose BelaySAFE to a
saltwater or corrosive environment. BelaySAFE is not designed to
be deployed and left in an outdoor environment. If used outdoors,
deploy BelaySAFE only prior to the activity, and remove or store it
indoors after every use.
Always protect BelaySAFE’s internal parts from dirt, salt and
water. Do not use BelaySAFE if the unit or the rope is wet, or if
there is reason to suspect that unit or the rope is wet. Inspect
the unit and the rope carefully to make sure there is no evident
presence of moisture. Dry the device and the rope thoroughly before
redeployment. BelaySAFE’s braking effort will be unpredictable if
the unit or the rope is wet.
Do not install BelaySAFE where the unit or the rope can come in
contact with an electrical source.

4.3

Lifespan Limitations
The performance of BelaySAFE’s braking mechanism will change
slightly over the life of the unit and the rope. Once the rope starts to
wear out, there will be a slightly greater braking force generated as
compared to when the rope was new. This change in performance
is normal and expected.
Any BelaySAFE unit that shows signs of excessive wear,
deterioration, corrosion, irregular noise, insufficient or excessive
braking force must be removed from use and marked as “unusable”
until returned to an approved service center for repair.

5.0 Calibration
5.1

5.2
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Suggested Calibration Method
There are several ways to perform the calibration process.
Operators may adapt their own standard operating procedures
depending on the requirements of the climbing center.
The purpose of a calibration exercise is to set the desired level of
friction taking into account the variables outlined in Section 5.1.
The desired level of friction is one that will lower the average adult
climber safely to the ground in the event of total belayer error.
The calibration exercise should achieve the maximum level of
friction that still allows the lightest climber (e.g. 16kg) to be able to
descend.
A table of records can be kept so as to monitor the friction setting
of each BelaySAFE unit, as well as the condition (e.g. type, age)
of the ropes used. Download calibration log sheet at
www.belaysafe.com/resources
Procedure
Before performing the calibration exercise, you will need to ensure
that BelaySAFE is securely anchored, with a rope correctly looping
through its pulley system.
1. Determine the lower weight limit of the climbers whom your
climbing gym is expected to serve, for instance, a child weighing
16kg.
2. Attach a 16kg load to the climber’s end of the rope. Hoist the
load to about 2m above ground.
3. Tension both the climber’s and belayer’s sides of the rope.
4. Release the belayer’s side of the rope. The load should remain
stationary on the wall. Otherwise, increase the friction setting
until the load becomes stationary. (see diagram 5.2a below)
5. Feed the belayer’s side of the rope upward toward BelaySAFE.
The load should come down – a sign that you have achieved the
optimal level of friction. If not, the friction setting is too high for a
16kg child to be lowered, and you will need to adjust it further.
(see diagram 5.2b below)

Diagram 5.2a

Diagram 5.2b

Prior Considerations
BelaySAFE allows for a controlled descent of the climber through the
use of friction. By keeping the rope in contact over the large metallic
surface area of its pulley system, a braking force sufficient to arrest a
fall and safely lower the climber to the ground is generated.
The amount of braking force generated depends on a number of
factors, such as the rope diameter, rope type, extent of the rope’s
wear, humidity levels and the height of the climbing wall. Assuming
all other factors are the same, the following factors affect the
braking force generated, and must be considered when setting the
desired friction level for BelaySAFE prior to its use:

2

4
If the load does not
come down when the
rope is fed upwards,
lower the friction
setting on BelaySAFE
until the load
descends

If the load
does not remain
stationary on
the wall,
increase the
friction setting
on BelaySAFE
until the load
becomes
stationary

1. A thicker rope will create more friction than a thinner rope. For
instance, an 11mm rope will generate more friction than a
10mm rope;
2. Depending on the type of weave and sheath or core ratio, a
flexible (supple) rope will create more friction than a stiff rope;

Weight
Bag

(remains
stationary)

3. An older or well-used rope will create more friction than a new
rope;
4. Higher humidity will normally cause the ropes to swell, resulting
in higher friction than a rope used in a drier environment;
5. More friction will be generated over a taller wall than a shorter
wall. For instance, the climber will experience more friction over
a wall that is 12m tall, as compared to one that is 7m tall.
Each BelaySAFE unit is shipped with an intermediate setting for
the braking effort (setting number three). The operator is to decide
whether to change the factory setting depending on the friction
desired or the circumstances as listed above.
Generally, the friction generated will increase as the rope wears
out. The friction will need to be gradually reduced over the rope’s
lifespan to ensure that the lighter climbers (e.g. 16kg) are still able
to make their descent.

3
Weight
Bag

(descends)

1
Release the
belayer’s side
of the rope

Feed the belayer’s
side of the rope
upward toward
BelaySAFE
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5.3

Troubleshooting

event of a slack rope, he or she should stop climbing and notify
the belayer immediately to take up the slack rope. If the belayer
is unable to take up the slack rope, the climber should then climb
down slowly until the rope is tight again before requesting to be
lowered to the ground.

If the desired level of friction cannot be achieved, refer to the
troubleshooting table below.
CONDITION

POSSIBLE CAUSES

SOLUTION

The load does not come
down even with the lowest
friction setting

Rope may be too old or its
sheath may be too furry

Change to a
newer rope

Rope may be too thick

Change to a
thinner rope

Rope may not be of a
suitable type

Change to a
different rope type*

Rope may be too thin
and new

Change to a
thicker rope

Rope may not be suitable
for the BelaySAFE

Do not use the rope
on ACTIVE mode

BelaySAFE may be faulty

Alert the manufacturer
immediately

The load drops down when
the belayer’s side of the
rope is released, even with
the highest friction setting

Alert the facilities manager immediately to check the unit for proper
operation. If the climber is unable to return to the ground, rescue
the climber by attaching his or her harness to a secondary lowering
system – either a top rope or a second BelaySAFE unit, and then
lower him or her to the ground. Always ensure that this rescue
system is available and in place, and that all operators have been
trained on a rescue procedure.

6.4

6.1

Use of a Climbing Harness
We recommend that climbers be equipped with a full-body climbing
harness, with a means of connecting to the rope at the chest. The
use of a full-body climbing harness will minimize the chances of
an inverted fall. Children under the age of 10 should always be
equipped with a full-body climbing harness.
Follow the manufacturer’s recommendations for fitting, attachment
and proper threading of buckles. The rope should be attached
through the tie-in point(s) on a harness, as per the manufacturer’s
instructions. Never attach the rope to the equipment loops or the
rear haul loop. Operators should always check for a proper harness
fit and attachment to the rope or carabiner prior to the climber’s
ascent.

6.2

Proper Descending Method
When descending, the climber should let go of the climbing wall so
that their weight can be transferred to the rope. Descent should be
performed feet first, and the climber should prepare for landing.
Always provide a safe, unobstructed landing surface.

*We have tested BelaySAFE to work well with zero slippage ropes, as well as with fused core
ropes such as the Beal Unicore and Cousin Thermocore ropes.

6.0 Ensuring Proper Usage

7.0 Using BelaySAFE
7.1

Active Mode
BelaySAFE is used as a primary belay device in a top rope system.
The active mode is great for first-time belayers who do not have
to wear a harness or spend hours learning the correct belaying
technique. (see diagram below)

i. The climber is properly fit and secured to their climbing
harness;

6.2

Supervision During Ascent
Operators should provide instructions regarding the proper
techniques for ascending and descending the wall when using
BelaySAFE. Operators should also ensure that climbers adhere to
the following safety precautions when using BelaySAFE:

BelaySAFE is mounted
to an anchor point atop the
climbing wall. The rope goes
BelaySAFE is mounted
through BelaySAFE instead
of the regular anchor point
to an anchor point
atop the
or belay bar.
1

1

climbing wall. The rope goes
2 One end of the rope is
through BelaySAFE
instead
tethered
to the climber –
the samepoint
as a regular
of the regular anchor
top-rope setup.
or belay bar.
3

2

3

ii. The climber is properly tied in to the rope with a retrace figure
eight knot, or has clipped the harness onto the rope carabiner;
iii. The gate on the carabiner is locked and secure by depressing
the gate (if a carabiner is in use).

1

1

Supervision Prior to Ascent
Training provided by the operator to users (climbers and belayers)
of BelaySAFE should include, as a minimum, those areas outlined
in Section 1.0. All users should be under constant supervision by
a trained operator. Before the climber’s ascent, operators should
check to ensure that:
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4

The other end of the rope
passes through another

One end of the rope
is belay device
secondary
mounted to–a floor anchor
tethered to the climber
(installed as per EN 12572).
the same as a regular
4 The rope is kept tight by the
top-rope setup.
belayer pulling it through the

2

floor-mounted belay device.

The other end of the rope
passes through another
secondary belay device
mounted to a floor anchor
(installed as per EN 12572).

2

The rope is kept tight by the
belayer pulling it through the
floor-mounted belay device.

i. Do not allow climbers to ascend above BelaySAFE, climb offroute, or cross into the path of another climber;
ii. Do not allow climbers to climb on an area of the wall that would
produce a swinging fall;

4

iii. Always maintain a safe, unobstructed landing area that is free of
objects and other climbers;

3

iv. Do not allow climbers to loop the rope around holds, or secure
the rope through quickdraws in order to redirect their descent;
v. Do not allow the rope to become wrapped around the climber’s
arms, legs or neck.

6.3

Supervision of Belayer
Operators should warn belayers to ensure that a slack rope does
not develop. A slack rope could lead to a free fall, and in turn result
in serious injury to the climber. Instruct the climber that in the

Additional care must be taken when BelaySAFE is used in the
active mode. A calibration exercise (described in Section 5.2) must
be performed when the device is first used, each time a rope is
changed or has its ends swapped, and periodically to make sure
that the friction is maintained at a safe level for all users. It is
recommended that a calibration check be performed once a
month to check on the status of the friction.

4
3
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7.2

Passive Mode

iii. Inspect the internal components to ensure that there is no
corrosion or visible damage to the bolts, bearings, and spacers;

BelaySAFE functions as a secondary fail-safe device when paired
with a regular belay device. The passive mode protects the climber
from belaying errors made by inexperienced
or inattentive belayers.
5

iv. Ensure that the main pulley and secondary pulleys spin freely in
the belayer’s direction but not at all in the climber’s direction;

(see diagram below)

v. Ensure that the adjustable pulley wheel spins freely in both
directions;
BelaySAFE is mounted to
an anchor point atop the
climbing wall. The rope
goes through the pulleys
instead of the regular
anchor point or belay bar.

5

5

5

6

7

6

6

8

BelaySAFE is mounted to
an anchor6pointOne
atop the
end of the rope is
climbing wall. The rope
tethered
to the climber
goes through the
pulleys
instead of the regular
the same as a regular
anchor point or belay bar.

vi. After installation, proceed to the Daily Functionality Checks
below prior to the first use.
vii. Proceed to perform the calibration exercise as described in
Section 5.2.

8.2

top-rope setup.

i. Pull on the belayer’s end of the rope. There should be little to
no resistance when there is nothing attached to the climber’s
end of the rope. A little effort should be required to pull the rope
down from the belayer’s end

One end of the rope is
tethered to the climber –
7 The other end of the rope
the same as a regular
top-rope setup.is threaded through the

belay
device attached to the
The other end of
the rope
is threaded through the
belayer's harness, retaining
belay device attached to the
a regular
belayer's harness,
retaining belay setup.
a regular belay setup.
BelaySAFE
works passively
8 works
BelaySAFE
passively
in the background
as a background as a
in the
shear reducer and belay aid
reducer and belay aid
to offset weightshear
differences
between the climber
and weight differences
to offset
the belayer. This allows the
the climber and
lighter belayer between
to belay a
heavier climberthe
without
belayer. This allows the
the use of weight bags.

ii. Release the belayer’s end of the rope and pull on the climber’s
end of the rope. Significant resistance (e.g. 16kg of force) should
be felt when trying to pull the rope down from the climber’s end
even when no one is holding on to the rope at the belayer’s end.

8.3

Installing and Replacement of Rope
BelaySAFE does not come with a rope. Users are to thread their
own ropes through BelaySAFE before their first use. As the rope
is articulated through the device, the rope may not get threaded
through BelaySAFE correctly. This may result in serious injury or
death to the climber, especially if BelaySAFE is used in the active
mode. Operators and users should therefore conduct the checks in
Sections 8.1 and 8.2 regularly and wherever possible.
Follow carefully the line drawing indicated on the front face of
BelaySAFE when threading the rope through a BelaySAFE unit. It
is always easier to thread through the rope through starting from
the climber’s side, over the main pulley wheel, then down to the
secondary pulley wheel, and finally around the adjustable pulley
wheel.

7
8

7

8.0 Care, Maintenance and Storage

Daily Functionality Checks
If BelaySAFE is already mounted on the wall, daily functional checks
have to be performed for units that are to be used in the active
mode.

–

lighter belayer to belay a
heavier climber without
the use of weight bags.

8

BelaySAFE’s proper function and length of useful life depends on
the operator’s care, maintenance and storage.
When used in the active mode, a factory service once every two
years is required to keep BelaySAFE in good working condition and
to prolong its useful life. The operator should continue to ensure
proper care, maintenance and storage of BelaySAFE during the
interval between factory servicing.
Prevent denting and deformation of BelaySAFE’s housing. Never
drop the unit from any height; always set it down carefully. When in
use, protect the rope from contacting sharp corners and edges.
Do not allow foreign matter to enter the housing. If BelaySAFE is
used on a portable climbing wall, always remove the device, or seal
the unit from water, salt, and contaminants before transport.
Heed all caution labels and instructions as these are intended to
prevent damage to the product, as well as guide the operator in the
proper use and operation of BelaySAFE. Inspect BelaySAFE before
every use in accordance with the User Safety Operational Checks
below.

8.1
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User Safety Operational Checks
For each BelaySAFE unit that is deployed for the first time or taken
out of storage for deployment:
i. Carefully inspect the body to look for corrosion, dents or
warpage. Do not deploy if there is evidence of tampering or
droppage, or if the body is warped or corroded;
ii. Inspect the mounting point to ensure that there is no surface
corrosion, cracks or excessive wear from the anchor points;

Before installation, pull on the belayer’s end of the rope to make
sure that there is minimal resistance and that all the pulley wheels
spin freely. Next, pull on the climber’s rope to ensure that the main
and secondary pulley wheels do not turn. Proceed to perform the
calibration exercise outlined in Section 5.2.

9.0 Specifications
Technical Specifications
SIZE

DEVICE
WEIGHT

250mm (height)
3.1kg
180mm (width)
50mm (thickness)

HOUSING
MATERIAL

PULLEYS

COLLARS
AND
SPACERS

BOLTS AND
CONNECTORS

4mm thick
powdercoated
steel

Steel,
yellow
zinc-plated

Aluminum
alloy

High tensile
steel

+ Tested and certified to meet UIAA 129 and EN 15151-2 standards for belay devices

Recommended Use
TOP ROPE HEIGHT

ROPE DIAMETER

ROPE TYPE

CLIMBER’S WEIGHT

5-15m

10–11mm dynamic
UIAA-rated single rope

Zero slippage

16-140kg

10.0 Manufacturer’s Details
Climb Asia Pte Ltd
The Frontier 52 Ubi Ave 3, #05–31
Singapore 408867
support@belaysafe.com
belaysafe.com

climb-asia.com

